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“We are the creative force of our life, and through our own decisions rather than our conditions, 

if we carefully learn to do certain things, we can accomplish those goals.” –Stephen Covey 
 

Providing a platform to students to learn about global pandemic conditions, international politics 

and collaborative strategies on common concerns, N.C. Jindal Public School, Punjabi Bagh, 
New Delhi organized its maiden virtual SAARC Summit on 8th June, 2021. The 
summit was inaugurated by the school Principal, Dr. D K Pandey by virtually lighting 
the lamp. In his welcome address, he motivated the students to utilize this 
opportunity to develop their leadership skills and learn how to  promote mutual 
cooperation and interdependence as pro-active  future citizens of the globalized 
world.  
The students of Classes VI-VIII  represented themselves as the delegates of South 
Asian Countries and presented their plans to cope with the Corona virus pandemic. 
Through their persuasive debate and discussion, the representatives of the 
member states as well as the observing states showcased solidarity by extending 
help to each other to combat the ongoing global crisis. The officiating Vice- 
Principal, Mrs. Bharti Pushkarna commended the intelligible speeches made by the 
students with their in-depth comprehension of the process for  international 
cooperation. She also appreciated the efforts of the Social Science department in 
the successful organization of the mock SAARC Summit on a virtual platform. 
The following students performed their diverse roles with unparalleled zeal, 
confidence and conviction: 
Moderator - Srijan  Sachdeva  (VIII B) 
Secretary General - Aayan Goel ( VIII D)  
 
Members : 
Afghanistan - Nikhil  Mishra  ( VIII E)  
Bangladesh - Harshita  Kholiya ( VIII E)  
Bhutan - Deyan Gupta   ( VIII A )  
India - Yuvraj Arora ( VIII D)  
Nepal - Ranvijay  Dabas (VII D) 
Maldives - Jaagrit Vats (VI A)  
Pakistan - Dheer ( VIII B)  
Sri Lanka - Tanishq  ( VIII B)  



 
 
Observers :  
Australia - Prachi  Bhasin ( VIII C)  
China – Tiana  ( VIII A)  
European Union - Manvi ( VI B) 
Iran - Kirat Manchanda ( VIII C)  
Japan - Ridhi Garg  (VII D)   
Mauritius - Garima (VII E) 
Myanmar - Daksh  ( VI B) 
South Korea - Mokshda ( VI E) 
United Kingdom - Jhanak (VI C)  
United States -  Aarush kotecha (VII C) 
 

 



 


